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Info sheet: Choosing A-levels  

 
WHEN CHOOSING  
 
Choose subjects you will enjoy - A Levels are hard enough without having to knuckle down to subjects 
you’ve only chosen to look good on a UCAS application. 
 
Choose subjects you’ll be good at - There has been a lot of focus on young people undertaking facilitating 
subjects like English Literature, Maths, Further Maths, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Geography, History and 
Languages (Classical & Modern).  These are all very strong subjects that will help keep a young person’s options 

open, but always remember, for many careers and courses grades matter more than subjects. Bearing this in 
mind, always consider what subjects you’re actually good at. 
 
Check your combination of subjects - Ensure that the combination of subjects you’re considering meet the 
entry requirements of any career or course you’re interested in (especially for competitive universities and 
courses). For example: 
 

o To study Computer Science at Southampton University you need AAA including an A-level in 
Maths. 

o To study Medicine at Southampton University you need AAA including A-level Chemistry and 
Biology plus a grade A in another AS level or Extended Project. 

 
Generally very few careers or university courses specify more than one or two subjects within their overall 
requirements. 
 
You can find out course requirements by reviewing the www.ucas.com website or by contacting 
universities directly.  
 
 THINK ABOUT 
 
What studying the subject really involves - There can be big differences between GCSEs and A levels.  
 

o For example: You may have really enjoyed studying Nazi Germany for your GCSEs, but does 
History hold the same appeal if you have to learn about Chinese history? Look carefully at any 
course’s syllabus, even if it’s a subject you have already studied, and look at the way it’s taught 
and assessed.  

 
With new subjects check out whether they share any similarities with other subjects, or with extra 
curricular activities you currently like. Try to talk to Year 12 and 13 students about their experiences. 
 
Look through books about the subject area you’re considering, they can give you a good insight into what 
you will be studying. This is particularly useful when you are contemplating a subject you have not studied 
before. The college you’re considering applying to should be able to suggest some relevant books. 
 
Whether the syllabus plays to your strengths - If English language is your forte, for example, a literature 
based English A-level might not be a good option. Talk to your current teachers for an honest, informed 
assessment of your potential in individual subjects. This is especially relevant for subjects like Maths, which 
can be extremely challenging at A-level. 
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What’s essential, what’s preferred and what’s useful 
 
As mentioned earlier, some careers and courses need particular ‘A’ levels. 
 

 Accountancy : only a small number of universities require A level Maths. GCSE Maths grade A or B 
usually expected. A levels from Business Studies, Economics or Accountancy advisable. 

 Archaeology : A level History and/or Archaeology advised. Some degrees require a science A level. 

 Architecture :  A mix of Art/Design, Humanities and Maths or Science subjects preferred. Some 
courses require a good portfolio of artwork, demonstrating drawing skills. 

 Biological Sciences :  Most degrees also require  study of Chemistry at A level or a science from 
Maths or Physics. Environmental Science or Geography may be accepted for certain courses. 

 Computer Science : Many universities prefer Maths A level. There are however a wide range of  
degrees involving computing and not all require Maths, however Computer Science and Computing 
are useful at A level. 

 Economics : Maths A level  is required by many of the top universities. 

 Engineering/technology:  requires Maths and Physics. 

 Forensic Science : Chemistry is required for the top forensic science degrees and for most jobs as a 
forensic scientist. However there is a wide range of forensic courses which will accept other 
sciences e.g. Biology 

 Health Care Professions such as physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy require 
Biology. Minimum of B grades also required for most courses. Physics A level would be useful for 
radiography, but universities accept Biology as an alternative 

 Journalism : Writing experience and getting works published are important for this career. 
Journalism degree not essential. Many journalists have backgrounds in subjects including English, 
History, Languages, Politics, Economics, followed by Postgraduate training. 

 Law : no specific subjects needed. High grades (A/B) required. A level Law is accepted but not 
essential. History, English and a language are a popular A level combination but sciences also 
accepted. 

 Maths: To study Maths at one of the top UK universities, Further Maths is required.. 

 Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Veterinary Science: require Chemistry, plus at least one other 
science – preferably Biology. Grade As required for most courses. 

 Nursing & Midwifery: A science, preferably Biology is required. Other relevant subjects include 
Health & Social Care, Psychology and Sociology 

  English, French, Maths, Geography, History you will normally need an A level in this subject. 

 For others subjects eg Criminology,  or Business Management , Marketing, Social Work no prior 
knowledge is required, but  it’s useful to study a similar subject to show your aptitudes and interest.  
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